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ABSTRACT

Quantum correlations and joint probabilities in the triplet state

as well as the correlations of components of tvo correlated classical spin
i z ivectors, are evaluated. Correlations in the states with ;S | = 1 are

different from correlations in the state with S^Qt = 0 which may serve to

distinguish different states of the tr iplet . As in the singlet case, we

can reproduce quantum correlations by correlated classical spin vectors

which also provide a precision of the notion of "parallel spins". Triplet

state correlations could in principle be measured, for example, in the

decay reaction J,'V -* e+e~ for which there is a sufficiently large

branching ratio.
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I . INTRODUCTION

Correlations of eigenvalues of Spin components of two

particles along the unit vectors a »nd b , respectively, in the

singlet state have been intensively studied and analyzed from

different points of view in connection with the EPR-problem

[1,2,3]. Recently,Barut widened the field of investigation of

spin correlations by starting the study of correlations in the

triplet state [4,5] and by proposing [6] the evaluation of

correlations for spin values higher than 1/2. Here we continue

along this line.

The study of correlations of spin components in the

triplet state has at least three purposes: llto use the

correlations of spin components in characterizing states other

than the singlet,2j to study)on the basis of the triplet statej

different questions and problems raised in connection with the

EPR - problem, 3) to propose new experiments to measure

correlations,e.g. in the decay of spin 1 particle J/y—» e e for

example.

The triplet state raises some novel and intriguing

questions about the correlation functions because now there is a

preferred direction of spin quantization, questions like, "What do

we mean by parallel spins?","How do we visualize different states

I l,m>,m—1,0,-1?" "How do the correlations depend on m?"

We evaluate quantum correlations in the triplet state and

correlations of components of two classical vectors S. and S,

whose random orientations in space are determined by pairs of

random variables (&,fl and (G,f) between which there exists a

relation reflecting geometrical correlations of the two vectors ['



We compare quantum correlations (in different states

characterized by the total spin S^t and its z-projection) with

statistical correlations of two classical vectors (in several

cases, each characterized by certain "geometrical" correlation).

(Despite the fact that spin operators are very different from

classical vectors, classical correlation function may help to

vizualize quantum states.)

II. QUANTUM C0RRE1JVTI0NK

We will use bra and ket notation to denote single particle

as well as two particles states. So, by:

II,+> a l 1 ' ^ ' !!<-> • l1'-^.

we denote the spin operator and two basic spinors of the first

particle, and by

(1)

(2)

III,+> =111,+^ , III, -> =111, -^

we denote the spin operator and basic spinors of the second

particle.

The correlation function of the spin components of two

particles is defined by:

(3)

CO

f _
61 '

(5)

where

°ra = °r* sin64cos<4 +<rIy

The most general two-particle coherent spin state Y

in the tensor product space of single spinors is

T1 + IX|I,->|II,->

(7)

Using the matrix elements

iay <II,-|Cr
rb | II, i b

II,->

we obtain for quantum mechanical averages <yi (J^- O^u IT)'>

^IQV I ^ / ^ K J J L \'f>' ^ I C ^ ty>r <1H 5 L 'f/> as functions of the component;

of the vectors a and b, and of parameters %, E , f\ , ̂  the

following expressions;

a • 2 • Im u.* ff

-b -2 Im^*n

'+>

'y'ilf̂ A -XV

(10!

(11)



The singlet and triplet states are special cases of the

general coherent state (7)

I 00>- I, -> I II,

I, -> | II,

,A=o>

for which the averages (9), (10}, (11) become

<00 !<£•„ I 00> • = o

11,-1> - -b^

ir any y

<n

|00> = - a-b

m > - <i,-i|

Hence the correlation functions (5) are:

E ( b ) ( ^ b + ^

(a,b)

(a,b) a b

- a.b

a-b -

(13)

(lM

(15)

(16}

E^ {a,b)= aA b z - azbz- 0

He see that correlations in singlet state depend only on the angle

between unit vectors a and b, whereas in triplet state

correlations are either zero or depend on the orientation of each

of the vectors a and b. This property reflects the inva-

riance of the singlet state with respect to the change of basis:

(16)

while the triplet state is not invariant with respect to such a

change. In the singlet state there is no preferred axis, in the

triplet state there is.

It is important to note the following properties: corre-

lation function in the state |11> equals zero because the mean

value of the product "Cllla-O^. |11> equals the product oC the

mean values <l, 111> and |II,+>-

< 1 1'°Ib l 1 1 > - Ttlus t n e spins of the particle in pure quantum

states |11> and|l,-l> are uncorrelated. On the other hand,in the

states 110> and |00> the mean values of &.. and O are equal to

zero but correlations of spin components are different from zero.

The difference of correlations in the states I00> and il0>

reflects the sign difference in front of the components |I,-> |II,->

in the states |00> and |10>. Correlations of z-components are ths

same in the states |10> and I00> (because in both states z-compo-

nents are opposite) whereas correlations of x and y components are

of different sign in the two states. It is because x and y compo-

nents of two particles are opposite in the singlet state but have

the same sign in the triplet |10> state. This shows that the

pictorial representation of spin based on arrows with fixed

orientation (usually along z- axis) does not fully reflect the

physical property of spin as a vector operator. In this simple-

minded picture the interpretation of the sign difference in the

states l00> and I10> is not possible.

The shortcomings of this picture and of the associated notion

of parallel spins are seen also by comparing the correlations in 111"'

and I10> states. We see that there are no correlations in I11> state

whereas correlations in I10> state exist. So, the notion "parallel"

spins" is misleading in the case of the state |10>. This notion and

the corresponding picture, being very popular in the theory of



magnetism (8] reduces the richness of the subspace of triplet

states. The i:.:,.i>ri\ir:'i"'•'''•'—;-"> of this notion has been noted earlier

19] but on the basis of the representation of spinors in the space

spanned by functions

JL+(oc,p,Y> - (8-jr

sin(p/2)exp(i(-t<+jr)/2) (19)

Here, the Euler angles c( , [!,#" are the orientation angles of the rotor

which serves as a model for the spinning particle [10]. The present

argumentation on the basis of observable correlations has the

ii:lv :.fil;îe that it is independent of the representation of spinors.

S m
Finally we give the joint probabilities p ' (m ,m—, ) of

Ch la lib

eigenvalues of operators Oj^ and 0 ^ which provide a more complete

understanding of correlations in singlet and triplet state and of

differences between those correlations. Those probabilities may be

evaluated by the use of projection operator {I/A) (1+ (r.a.) (1+ CJTb ),

or by expressing the states |I,+i and |I,->j. as superpositions of

the eigenstates |I,+> and U # - ^ o f the operators QJ^ whereas the

states |II,+>, and |II,-> are expressed through |II,+>, and ]II,->.

II,

[sin(6a/2) ^ - cos ( 6a/2) 11, -£]

The above substitutions combined with the quantum mechanical

definition of probability leads to the following results:

Singlet state :

(go)

00 (-1,-1)- (1/2) sm 2 ( 6j./2)-(l/4) (l-cosQ.l'ok' ab

p - (l/2)cos (6ab/2)-(l/4) (21)

Triplet states:

a) P1' (l,l)-cos Z(8 a/2)cos
2(e i )/21-(l/4)

p M (l,-l)-siZ

- 7 -

( l -ap1' {-l,l)-cosZ (8t/2)sin

ptl (-1,-D-sin1 (fia/2)sin
2- ( Gfc/2 } = (1/4 ) (1-a^-b +a b )

OD

fa) p'?(i,i)=r
d p

ab

= (1/1) (l-cos6 cosfl(, + sin 6 sin9, cos (

'f" (l,-l)-(l/4) (l-ab+2a,b, )-

= (l/4( (1+cos© cosG^ - sin8 sin6fccos(

- % )

c) p'1"' {l,l)»sinZ ( 6a/2)sin
2"

p.,-1
at

Pfl'b

ir? (6a/2)cosZ (9±

Again we see that the joint probabilities in the singlet

state depend only on the angle between vectors a and b. Each

joint probability in the states |11> and |1,-1> is a product of a

function of 6A and of a function ofS^-This expresses in another way

the fact that there are no correlations of spin components of two

particles in the states |11> and |1,-1>. On the other hand,joint

10
probabilities p . (nv 'mjrb i a r e complicated functions of &s and Of,

which differ significantly both from the joint probabilities

p , (m_ ,m , ) and p' (m. ,nn-_, ) as well as from the singlet joint
«t I* ib a\> In. Kb ? J

00 ,
probability p (HL

III. CLASSICAL CORRELATIONS

The classical state of two correlated spins is

represented by two spin vectors S (8,f) and S (G,<f>. There

are two directions a and b and we are interested in the

correlation function of the two variables A=S-a and B-S-b

defined by

-fl-



J.••• . . . ;»«««,^

Ecl ( * ' b )

<A B> - <AxB>

><BX>
(25)

A geometrical correlation between two vectors may be characterized

by a functional relation between the angles (&,f) and (0 ,^> ) . We

will consider the following correlations:

)

(

( 8 + u, <f+ v/raod21T), 0 £ 6 + u <

(2F- &- u, <(>+v +TT/mod2TC), X< 9+ "

for some fixed u and v.

Assuming that S* and S2 with correlation (26)

are uniformly distributed in all directions over the sphere with the

raeasurp (1 /4T0 dGsin&dtp we obtain, as in the singlet case [5,7], the

correlation function

E . (a,b)-<3/41C>

[b̂  sinS'cos<f'+b sine'sinff'+bj. cose'] (27)

The latter expression is obtained from the defining expression (25)

taking into account that

<A> - <B> = 0 (28)

and

<A2> - <B2> = (SZ/3) . (29)

By substituting in (27) the values of the integrals

"IT * r

I - J d6 sin 6 sin6 J dip cos<p costf - (4T/3) cosu cosv

IXj - Jd9 sin 6 sine']d(p cosif sin(f' = (4TC/3) cosu sinv

I = j de s in9 cose/Jdep costp - 0

I = J d e sin1© sinS'Jdcp sin<p cos<(>' - (4TC/3)

I ,, = j"dB sin l8 sin6'jd<p sLntf sintf' - (4TC/3>

I = \ de sin ©cos© l^f sincp ^ 0

IZ)£ - JdG sin's cose ' ]df cos <p = 0

I z v - Cd© sin1© cos &' jd<f sin cp = 0

cosu s m v

cosu cosv

-9-

% * .•'

I = \d& sin&cos6cos©' jdCp - (iff/3) cosu

«e obtuin a eenoral formula for the explicit, di'pendfiice of the

cor re l a t ion function on u ,v , a and b

E (a,b)= cosu [ cosv (a ,b , +aub, ) +sinv (a, b -a , b ) +a c , i =

- cosu [cosv a^b1" + sinv a"1/,bT + a^bz ] ,

Let us evaluate E (a,b) for some special cases of pa i r s of

angles (u,v)

1°) u=0,v=0 i .e .S^ and S^ p a r a l l e l

(a'b) " a*b* + ayby ab

2°) u=TCv=0, ©-TT-8, f=<f+TT i . e .S ( and Sz ant i p a r a l l e 1

EL°(a,b} = - (a b + a b + a b ) - -ab
cl i t z. s

3°) u-T, v-T i.e.

(30)

(33)

By comparing the expressions (32) - (34) for classical correlations

with the expressions (16) and (17) for quantum correlations we find

that

ICO
(a,b> - -a-b (35)

Q ' C I ' z.^ (36)

On the basis of last two equalities we see that our classical model

correctly reproduces the quantum correlations of the two spin-1/2

system, in both singlet and triplet states.The representation of the

singlet state as two completely parallel spins is always intuitively

used.The representation of the states I10> as two spin vectors with

the same x and y-component but with opposite z-component is new but

also intuitive. The pure |11> and 11,-1> states can be obtained as a

-10-



limiting case when spins point in the z-direction. Alternatively, we

obtain the same exp.vi.irt.ion value for <(S .a) (Sj-b) > as in

quantum mechanics for two spins with the same z-component, but

uncorrelated x and y-component

= (3/4TT ) dtf (dtp jdesine[ax sin©cos(f

The most interesting case is of course the |10> - state since there

are nontrivial correlations only in this state.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The comparison of quantum and classical correlations in

the triplet state clarifies, as in the singlet state, some of the

issues in the EPR - problem. We see that without any further input

or assumption there is a classical intuitive hidden variable model

reproducing the quantum result of correlations in repeated

experiments. The problem arises if one puts further theoretical

conditions going beyond the rules of quantum mechanics on the type

and nature of the hidden variables leading to Bell's inequalities.

These additional conditions are not all realized in our classical

model in which the measured correlations are those which objectively

exist in the system prior to measurement. Some of these issues are

discussed in detail elsewhere [11] . Some authors would like to draw

far-reaching conclusions from Bellas inequalities such as "quantum

mechanics violates, realism, objective existence of phenomena" [12],

or, "measurement of one subsystem influences the result of

measurement of another distant subsystem which interacted in the

past with the first one"[3].We think that these deep conclusions are

-11-

slightly premature and it is useful to investigate explicit

i-niit-.L.T-i.-xrunfjli?!;; the triplet state that we have studied is a new

example besides the almost exclusively studied singlet state.
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